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Abstract
Soybean has a vital role in Indonesian diet, particularly as supply of supermolecule, fat, mineral, and victuals. Given the comparatively stagnant technology, efficiency improvement at farm level would in all probability be associate acceptable thanks to increase soybean generation within the close to future. the target of this paper was to estimate the technical efficiency of soybean generation in irrigated AREA of Serayu and analyze factors moving technical unskillfulness level. The results indicated that the technical efficiency of soybean generation within the sites was around eighty three. The analysis, however, did not determine the determinants of technical unskillfulness as a result of none of the parameters within the analysis was vital. additional study is needed to spot the determinants specified the target teams of extension may be specifically determined. Since K2O plant food considerably affected soybean generation whereas P2O5 and N fertilizers failed to, the primary step to boost the technical efficiency of soybean generation was to supply soybean farmers with recommendation concerning balanced quantity of fertilizers. the advice, however, ought to be derived from native verification trial in every website.
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Introduction
The role of soybean as a supply of supermolecule, fat, mineral, and victuals in Indonesian diet is important particularly within the sorts of bean curd, soybean cake (tempe), and soysouce (kecap). The demand for soybean has been persistently increasing from time to time thanks to
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the increment, the rise in per capita soybean consumption, and also the growth of eutherian mammal subsector (Amang and Sawit 1996). Since domestic soybean generation couldn't pace with soybean consumption, the distinction between the 2 tends to be wider and wider and also the gap between soybean consumption and generation is roofed by import that absorbs an outsized quantity of foreign currencies. Import of soybean is foretold to be one.04 million tons in 2000 and one.22 million tons in 2010. Sudaryanto (1996) argued that domestic soybean generation program is very necessary, however its implementation is problematic for varied reasons. First, enlargement of soybean generation in new areas usually faces the salinity drawback. Second, the new frontiers are usually craggy and thus simply scoured. Third, availableness of suggested varieties and quality seeds ar restricted. Fourth, suggested native specific technologies aren't perpetually offered. Fifth, the low value levels of soybean, mirrored within the farmers’ term of trade, don't sufficiently offer incentive for the farmers to grow soybean. Sixth, programs like farmers’ grant would be contradictory to the free market agreements.

Sampling style and knowledge Analysis the info and knowledge employed in this paper were drawn from a study on “Irrigation Investment, economic policy, and Water Resource Allocation in Indonesia”. The scope of this study has at the start been designed to represent the complete Serayu. the aim of the sampling was to possess representative farm households in irrigated AREA of the basin as an entire. In different words, since the sampling wasn't specifically designed for a selected crop, the samples were expected to represent farm households generally. A farm home as a sampling unit of research was outlined as a bunch of people having one expenditure management unit and cultivating a minimum of a bit of land to earn financial gain. the primary step of the sampling was the choice of twelve tertiary blocks of irrigated AREA within the basin (three tertiary blocks in Tulung Agung district representing upstream region, 5 tertiary blocks in Nganjuk and Kediri districts representing middle-stream region, and 4 tertiary blocks in Sidoarjo district representing downstream region). The second step was to possess an inventory of all farmers in every tertiary block, together with their size of tillage and cropping pattern.
Results And Discussion

Land Holding And Cropping Patterns

If land is just classified into irrigated field and nonirrigated field, the common sizes of land possession of farm households was zero.34 angular distance of irrigated field and zero.09 angular distance of non-irrigated field, totaling 0.43 ha. The proportion of farmers UN agency failed to have their own irrigated fields (their cultivated irrigated fields were rented-in or sharecropped-in from different farmers) was around twenty third

Cropping pattern may be a reflection of decisions created by farmers concerning what, how much, and once to supply. A farmer may apply over one cropping pattern, significantly if the farmer had over one land plot. Consequently, the cropping patterns significantly varied from one website to a different. In 1999/2000, there have been eighty four cropping patterns that coated twenty two crops big. the most important cropping pattern was rice-rice-soybean (20%), followed by rice-rice-fallow (17%), and rice-rice-maize (13%).

Technical efficiency Level of Soybean Production

In the last 10 years, irrigated field in Serayu has become one amongst soybean manufacturing regions in country. The soybean productivity within the third season of one999/2000 was about 1.3 t ha-1, starting from zero.9 to 1.9 t ha-1. Such a coffee productivity

Table 5. prices and returns in soybean production, Serayu, third cropping season 2000.

Costs and returns

Values issue shares (Rp000 ha-1) (%) Material input 531 twenty one employed labors 637 twenty five labourer tractor fifty five two employed irrigation pump seventeen eleven Irrigation fees thirty two one different instrumentality nine eleven property tax thirty six one Total prices (cash + in kind) one,317 fifty two Total revenue two,517 one hundred R/C (1.91) {na|sodium|Na|atomic number one|metallic element|metal} Returns to property owner 1,200 forty eight -operator Land rent 552 twenty two Returns to tenant 648 twenty six Imputed prices of family labors 597 twenty four Interest rates 107 four Returns to management -56 -2
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might be the most important determinant of the weak comparative and competitive blessings of soybean generation in country (Siregar 2001). Moreover, the vary of soybean productivity among farmers is larger than that of rice or maize. this might be understood that the chance in soybean generation is over that in rice or maize generation (Sumaryanto et al. 2002). From currently on, the issues facing the soybean farmers would be additional difficult since the issues perpetually relates to 2 things. First, the impacts of international trade on food crops generally and soybean above all would be vital. Its impact would be the increasing pressure of competitors from abroad: (1) for agricultural output markets, costs would be ironed down as a result of farmers in some commerce countries could sell their commodities at lower prices; (2) for agricultural inputs, the $64000 costs tend to travel up since all input subsidies would be lessened or maybe eliminated. Second, the deficiency and degradation of resources, significantly of land and water, are becoming worse. The increment and economic development would increase the demand for land and water. On the opposite hand, if the employment of resources (based on property principles) doesn't directly originate associate adequately short run profitableness to farmers, then the speed of resource degradation can not be reduced. Ultimately, the $64000 drawback would be the increasing competition within the use of declining-quality resources. The extent to that farmers could reply to the challenges depends upon their capability to extend farm potency. In different words, the challenge the farmers face is to supply additional output given their resources, or to supply constant level of output by mistreatment less amount of inputs. In observe, decide to increase farm efficiency isn't straightforward since it depends on their social control capability and also the dynamics of the setting. social control capability itself isn't solely determined by economic variables, however additionally by social dimensions.

Conclusion

The computed average level of technical efficiency of soybean generation in Serayu was zero.83. In spite of the high level of technical potency, the proportion of soybean farmers having technical efficiency but zero.80 was comparatively high, about 23%. In different word, there's still a comparatively massive chance to boost the technical potency. The analysis, however, did not determine factors moving technical unskillfulness in soybean generation as a result of 9 determinants enclosed within the analysis failed to considerably have an effect on the unskillfulness.
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